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The next meeting of the Amateur Astronomer's Association of 

Princeton will be held on Tuesday,February 8,1972,at 8:00 p.m. 

in Room A-O7 of Princeton University's Jadwin Hall(in the Physics 

Department). Our speaker will be Mr. Richard Gott,III,a graduate 

student at the Astrophysical Sciences Department of Princeton 

University. Mr. Gott's topic will be: 

"Black Holes". 

We plan to entertain our speaker before the meeting at the 

Holiday Inn dining room on Route 1 in Plainsboro. If you wish to 

join us,please call Leith Holloway at 924-2480 before the 8th 

to make reservations, We will meet in the lobby of the Holiday 

Inn promptly at 6:15 p.m. 

x x * * x * * 

The Study Group meets the Friday after the business meeting, 

January 11,1972,at 8:00 p.m. in Duncan Planetarium at Princeton 

Day School. The topic will be "The Solar System in General", 

Chapter 12. Mr. Barry Hancock will present the chapter. 

* * * * * x * 

The Astrophotography/Observation Group has its meeting the 

Friday after the Study Group meets,January 18,1972,at 8:00 p.m. 

The Group will meet at Karl Koehler's home in Bordentown. 

x - * * * * x * 

Beginning this month the newsletter has been offically named. 

I have done this so it will become your newsletter too. Please help 

by contributing anything of interest. fy, 
Dir lic



WRIST WATCH COMPASS 
When hiking or in unfamiliar country, you can use your wristwatch to determine 
the approximate direction of true north, 

Point the hour hand of the watch toward the sun. To help in this orientation 
hold a small straight stick perpendicular to the face of the watch. When the 
shadow of the stick falls across the hour hand your watch is properly aligned. 

A north-south line can be found midway between the hour hand and 12 o'clock 
(if you are on Standard Time) or midway between the hour hand and 1.o'clock (if 
you are on Daylight Saving Time). 

If there is any doubt as to which end of the line is north, remember that the 

sun is in the eastern part of the sky before noon and in the western part in the 
afternoon. The sun, at this latitude, will be nearly due south at noon, 

On cloudy days, place a stick at the center of the watch and hold it so that 

the shadow of the stick falls along the hour hand. Half the distance between the 
shadow and 12 o'clock (Standard Time) is north. 

Test your results with a magnetic compass or reliable map. 
----reprinted from the Strasenburgh Planetarium Observer, Rochester, New York. 

* * * me aL * * a a 

"Interstellar molecules" will be the topic of Dr. Arno Pengias at a Princeton Univ- 
ersity Astrophysical Sciences Celloquium on Tuesday, 8 February. Tea will be 
served at 4 PM in the Peyton Hall Conference Room. The lecture will start at 4:30 
in the Lecture Room. The public is invited. 

* * * * # * * % 

The second International Congress of the International Union of Amateur Astrenomars 
(1UAA) will be held in Malm¥,Sweden (near Copenhagen, Denmark) 31 July = 5 August 1972. Hosted by the Maims Astronomi- & RymdfartssH11skap (Astreneny and Astronautics 
Club ) (MARS), the Second Congress will spend much time with the: observing sections 
end their work, as well as the reading of papers and other normal convention work. 

At least one day will be feent sightseeing at various places ef astronomical interest. 
In connection with the 400th anniversary of Tyche Brahe'’s discevery of the 1572 
SuperNova, there will be an exhibition featuring Tycho'*s life and work. There will 
also be many opportunities for delegates te get to know Malm& in its fullest beauty; 
it is Sweden's third largest city, and its link to the continent. 

A detailed estimate of Congress fees cannet yet be given, as MARS has not yet heard 
from local authar ities concerning financial subsidies. Hotel reservations can be 
made through the undersigned. Te cemply with different wishes » there willte a choice 
of hotel accemodations at varying costs and standards. Further details willbe 
forwarded later. 

To make further preparations possible, we anticipate preliminary registrations from 
those interested befere 1 April 1972. Such reservations should be sent to Malm 
Astronemi- och RymdfartsS¥llskap, MARS, Box 250 60, S-200 47 Malm8 25, Sweden. 

  

Further details about the Congress will be announced later. 

Thanking you in advance for an early reply, we would appreciate your. kind cooperation 
in making the Congress known to all who might be interested. We are locking forward 
to meeting you in Malmt? 

Yours sincerely, Peter Linde, President, MARS.



January A AAP Minutes 

The meeting epened at 8:15 at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory on the 
Forrestal Campus ef Princeten University. The location had been changed because of 
the basketball game at Jadwin Gymasium. Program Chairman Leith Ho lleway intreduced 
the first movie, a prize-winning NASA film on Apollo XI. Between movies, it was 
announced that the February speaker would be Br. Gott of the Astrophysical Sciences 
Department, on “Black Heles’'. Norm Sperling described preliminary plans for ob- 
serving the 1972 Tetal Solar Eclipse in Canada (see attached prospectus). The 
movie en the Mt. Palomar Observatory was shewn. 

Cdr. Joseph L. Richey anneunced that the "Introduction te the Solar System" topic 
ef the study group was being postponed once more, with a planetarium program on the 
two ceming eclipses being substituted. 

Karl Keehler announced the current plans of the eclipse expedition of the Amateur 
Astrenomers, Inc., of Cranford, NJ, for the great Sahara eclipse of 1973. 

Norm Spetling anneunced the invitation to the Malm§, Sweden Congress of the Inter- 
uatienal Union of Amateur Astronemers; the pestponement of the Apollo XVI Launching 
and thus the postponement of our trip te it; the special planetariums how for AAAP 
members; and a variety of current publications available in Buncan Planetarium. 

The meeting was adjourned fer a tour of the Laboratory and computer e~: * at 10325. 

* * % 5 * * * * 

A few publications relating to the 1973 Sahara eclipse have arrived at Buncan 
Planetarium. These include: Bulletins #1 & 2 from Roger Tuthill of Cranford, NJ, 
regarding the charter jet flight his group is planning; The Arneld Tours/Arncld 
C. Rigby report en conditions in Mauritania; US Naval Observatory Circular #135 by Julena’S. Duncombe; and the Munger Africana Library Note #7 ‘An Expleration 
—— — and Timbuktu in Advance of the 1973 Total Solar Eclipse" by Jay M. 
asachoff. 

% * * * * * * * 

Contributors te this issue: Roxanne Tobin, Norm Sperling, John Church, Leith 
Holloway, Kurt Rahlfs. 

* * * * * * * * 

(this space was reserved for 

the article YO didn’t write. 

It will be missed...)



      

  

SPECTUS FOR AN EXP ESE     ‘ 
You aie dovited te Decor & menber of an expedition from the Princeton area to view 

wtial eeiax eclipee of Monday, 16 July 1972, from Camada. Dencan Manetariacs 
ov GéPo gathering information seeded to form such aa expedition and ig ready to 

aee El OR Severe, 

   

  

        “he following groupe are iavited te juin: AH members of the Amateur As tromemex's ais 
Cbisiclation of Puiaceton: all etudeats of astronomy at Princeton Day School; members 
Oo los Capartneat of Matrophysics at Princeton University, selected others. 

  

it iv Sosed that the expe dition will number approximately 50, of whom about 25-30 
j be bigh tehool students, and the remainder older, Objectives of the expadition 
‘be Fivet, to mashniae the aurcber of people experteaciag botelity: Second. te 

3 ‘et cuine POUR selmatitie obearvations; Third. to omcorrage interdisciplinagry 
cuderetandiag of the event 

   

  

to etleg ht Canada have been cbtained for our ate. separated by about 450 roiles. 
‘Tine Sarot ie wt Mande Vitgan 3S. wear the worth ead of fre northern moet fouad in Cuebec. 

S-\heves ie tufidiag the coutineat’s largest hydro@lectric dam tuere, and will be 
to latovice ue with a wile, foud aad perhace a few other neceoestios , Teslowee and 

jotervatiries da France ote basiog thelr eclipee expeditions thers. 
sie 2c thie afte aill be given to French. speaking people, Totality will iaet 

1 shoude at eelipes Sine te quoted ac ay 
“a tan 6tive in” ORedsvers st Vagicoiagan 3 will be camping, 4 cried 

ears ta Sky and Taleacepe. Janaary 1972, aati aorth of the sits ta 
je wike, millions yeax old foeedi melece crates rluoimed by Lakes Maniecuagan 

io oureoalagan. wit Met. Habel in the ceates. / 

      

   

  

    

  

         cetot cbs, Tyatabtlity uf ao are4e tea 10% 
   

  

   

    como ite in at the wcutheses corms ai Prince Udward lland, only « few / 
cate tyon: the canter iiae, The obeerving geound iteelf ie a FO-acre undeveloped 

ota thy wooded and partly field, Ut is acceewible both hy road aad by water, : 
; Sbogie: frlend of an AAG cember, thie atte te aufficienty cloae te sone 

ah. that there wnesle te cacap ioay Ral @uiteble accomodations, RI ie te New Swasserick and Neva Scuna by ferrtes. 
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ples will be followed on this expacition, on the baste of thet: wale der wees, Firet, al memnbera will be ges vantesd M seconde of uniess gree 
“cahig totality, repapilers cl baw pie tee te Uiey @re agwigned to, hie is aut for 

optupey (we pax eters ive Patiects) yet for wonr own private feelings on 
neh atpesioaciog « total solar rclipee Second, All persone will war k on 

Voleck  -% some time darheg the expedition, Third, mores than wae pereeuw willl 
Cas S8S2 804 preless. #c that ae one should be indie pendible. Undoresean 

BE ahciehl wet pzevent ae fear ace waplishing our work.” Fourth, anyoue wea tiny 
2 ats Ghar profect will bs assured of sufficient sbeereere tc acesen pl fash 

Pitt, vebieler ant other aeedad equljpreat will te shared ag needed -< 
(ther: {rom those striving ay. We @Eli atten pt 

    

    

    

    

PA Reeve eedenlhlie aad cae , Sy2igraat may be needed, wht your belo.



          
ie will he pokes 8G oo acomei Bing wherever practical. 

tel moore, wai he encourages . 

  

Sam ping, rather tea    

  

Th hea ashes eae Be 
t at lf you Wank to go 

ihe tri, antes ae beds wi ea 8 note © atx: t Nope Sperling at Duncans Plagetariam 
: ; Ales. if you will ua able te egonser 

ile be sddttion te your sdelf. aacie contact Newm Sperling. 4 7 
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» RECENT ARTICLES REVIEWED BY JOHN CHURCH FOR THE SIDERZAL TIMES 

"Space Shuttle", NASA, US Government Printing Office, Stock #3300-0386. 

This is a NASA booklet describing the justification of and the goals for the proposed 
reusable space shuttle. The key to cost reduction is that the basic shftle craft 
will be reusable many times and will be able to land at an ordinary airport, 

eliminating the need for expensive recovery facilities. 

The shuttle itself will be a 2- or 3-stage vehicle. The first stage would be a 
booster which would lift the orbiter element to about 40 miles altitude and a speed 

of 8000mph. The booster would then separate and would be piloted back to land at 

an airport. The orbiter's engines would then propel it into earth orbit where it 
could be used directly as a platform for scientific work or where it could release 
an independent orbiting satellite. In any event it would eventually return to land 
at an airport, too. 

Other proposed uses for the orbiter would be for propellant delivery to other 
vehicles, repair and servicing of existing satellites, and as a launching platform 
for deep-space probes. The interior of the orbiter would have a pressurized 
environment much like conventional airliners; maximum acceleration would be no 
greater than 3g, so that passengers without astronaut training could be on board. 
Anticipated payload is 65,000 lb. 

"Observational Paradoxes in Extragalactic Astronomy", Science , 17 Dec 71 plls9. 
For some extragalactic objects, observational evidence contradicts the 

usual assumptions about red shifts, ages, and origins. For example, quasars 
(starlike sources of radio noise) have very high red shifts. If their distances are 
computed on the basis of these red shifts (as the distances of normal galaxies are 
computed), then the quasars turn out to have nearly impossibly high luminosities. 
Also, some quasars vary in optical and radio brightness with periods of a few days. 
Therefore, their maximum diameter can be no larger than a few light-days. This 
leads to extremely high energy densities and theoretical difficulties in getting the 
photons out of the objects without excessive numbers of collisions with electrons. 
In one special case (quasar 3C 279) two equal sources of radio emission are 
associated which appear to be separating at ten times the velocity of light, if the 
red-shift distance of the object is assumed correct. 

It has also been found that companion galaxies to large galaxies almost always 
have higher red shifts than the central galaxy. Statistically, however, we would 
expect as many lower red shifts as higher red shifts. There are also cases 
(illustrated with fine photographs) where galaxies are shown connected with filaments 
to small companion galaxies which have enormously higher red-shift velocities 
{up to 18,000 km/sec) than the central galaxy. But the velocity of ejection of the 
companion from the central galaxy is actually probably only a few hundred km/sec, 
so there is a large discrepancy. 

These and other difficulties are serious problems in current theories of the 
universe and lead to fundamental questions of great significance. One interpreta- 
tion is that in certain parts of the universe, entirely different laws of physics 
are at work, 

"The Spectrum of Airglow" Scientific American, Jan 72 p 78. 
The airglow is a luminescence phenomenon in the upper atmos phere cafiyed 

by the recombination of atoms and molecules which have been ionized and/or 
dissociated by the ultraviolet radiation of the sun. It occurs around the clock but 
is strongest (as the dayglow) in the daytime; of course, it is then the least notice- 
able because of the great brightness of the sky. It is a nuisance to astw nomers at



y 
night because it sets a limit to the faintness of the stars that can be photographed. 

The airglow has.a very complex spectrum, extending from the ultraviolet 
through the visible and into the infrared. The H and K lines of calcium, the 
hydrogen Balmer lines, the various lines of the various forms of oxygen, and even 
the sodium lines can be readily identified. The details of the processes which give 
rise to these spectral features are quite complex and still only poorly understood. 

enabinge 

"The Gum Nebula", Scientific American, Dec 71, pal. 

The Gum Nebula, named for the late Australian astronomer Colin Gum, is a 
huge diffuse nebula some 40° in radius centered in the southern constellation of 
Vela. An early theory was that it is a 'StrUmgren sphere", consisting mainly of 
interstellar hydrogen ionized by ultraviolet light from nearby hot stars, much as the 
Crion Nebula is excited by the stars of the Trapezium. A more recent theory is 
that it is a "fossil! StrOmgrem sphere consisting of interstellar hydrogen which was 
excited by a supernova explosion between 11,000 and 30,000 years ago. A pulsar 
has been detected near the center of the nebula, giving credence to this theory. 
The center of the nebula is estimated to be 460 parsecs away, and it is considered 
to be a sphere with radius 360 parsecs. 

* * * * * * * * 

Convex reflectors, useful for reducing diffuse images of celestial objects to virtual 
specular images for magnitude comparisons with stars and planets, have been used 
for decades. They also have applications in photography and optics. Until this 
month, optical-qual ity mirrors were all that were available. Now, a deodorant, 
Ultra-Ban 5000, has come out with a cap which is quite useful as a convex reflector. 
You may want to experiment with these reflectors yourself, or donate them to 
Duncan Planetarium where they will be put to use. 

%* * * * * * * * 

The new Pathfinder Star Atlas, specially designed for plotting passages of artificial 
satellites, is now in use at Princeton Day School, together with Standard ZIPSAT 
predictions. In cooperation with Norton Goodwin, director of the Independent 
‘Tracking Coordination Program, PDS astronomy students observe normal satellite 
passages, and search for those predicted at star parties (see calendar published 
last month). In addition, it may be possible to see some during the total solar 
eclipse in Canada next July, despite an unfavorable phase angle. If you are inter- 
ested in satellite observing, contact Norm Sper] ing. 
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